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KEY TAKEAWAYS
CFO Innovation Asia surveyed 147 CFOs, finance directors,
controllers and other senior executives across Asia from September
15 to October 8, 2010. The key findings include the following:
The pessimism of the third quarter is giving way to a measure of
optimism. Four out of ten (47%)
of the executives surveyed are
more optimistic or very optimistic about the growth prospects
for the economy where they are
based, compared with 43% who
said the same in the previous survey. More tellingly, the proportion
of business executives who are
less optimistic or not optimistic at
all has fallen to 19%, from 32% in
the previous survey.
Confidence in company performance remains relatively buoyant. Half of respondents say they
are more optimistic or very optimistic about their own company’s
growth prospects. In the previous
quarter, 49% said the same. However, this expectation is not as
strong as in the beginning of the
year, when 67% of respondents
said they were more optimistic or
very optimistic.
A higher proportion of respondents anticipate higher sales and
profits. Nearly seven out of ten
(68%) of the executives surveyed
say that sales at their company
will rise in the next 12 months,
compared with 63% in the previous survey. The majority (57%)
project higher earnings (previous
survey: 56%).

Capital and other spending are
also on the rise. Nearly half (49%)
of the businesses surveyed will
increase capital spending in the
next 12 months, up from 40% in
the previous survey. Forty-five
percent will increase spending in
marketing and advertising (previous survey: 37%).
Companies are hiring as well. Half
of respondents expect higher employee numbers in the next 12
months (previous survey: 45%).
Sixty nine percent expect wages
and salaries to rise, higher than
the 64% who held the same view
previously.
Going forward, companies will
continue to focus on expanding
in new markets and strengthening sales, marketing and distribution. A large majority (72%) rank
expansion into new consumers
segments and/or geographical
markets as a top three strategic
priority. Fifty five percent will focus on sales, marketing and distribution, while 44% will strengthen
managerial and operational capabilities for the post-crisis world.
As in the previous survey, cost reduction has now fallen down the
list of priorities, though still a major focus (39% will reduce direct
costs; 37% will reduce overhead
costs).
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Beginnings of a U-turn on the economy
After the precipitous fall in optimism in the previous survey, the
region’s CFOs, financial directors, controllers and other senior
executives are beginning to turn
more positive about the growth
prospect of the economy where
they are based. Forty seven percent are now more optimistic or
very optimistic, compared with
36% who had held the same view
previously. But the level of optimism is still below the 60%-level
of earlier surveys.

More tellingly, the level of pessimism has tapered off, with only
19% saying they are less optimistic
or not optimistic at all. That is down
from 32% in the previous survey,
which was three times the proportion of the second-quarter survey.
However, the sharp rise in respondents who see no change
(33% from 26% previously) indicates that many are on the fence
about the direction of economy
where they are based.

Exhibit 1: How optimistic are you about the
growth prospects of the economy?
80%
70%

65%

61%

67%

60%

43%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

26%

27%

9%

11%

4Q '09

1Q '10

More optimistic/very optimistic

24%
9%

2Q '10

No change

32%
26%

3Q '10

47%
33%
19%

4Q '10

Less optimistic/not optimistic at all

Base: 160 respondents (4Q 2009); 205 (1Q 2010); 215 (2Q 2010); 165 (3Q 2010);
147 (4Q 2010). Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Confidence in company performance
is improving
The easing in macro-economic
worries is reflected in the company
level, with 17% of respondents saying they are less optimistic or not
optimistic at all about the growth
prospects for their company (versus 22% who said the same in the
previous survey). But pessimism
is still elevated – our previous surveys showed lower levels of 11%
to 14%.
Interestingly, half of the executives
surveyed still say they are more optimistic or very optimistic, which is
not far off from the 49% who said

the same in the previous survey.
But that is still below the 67% who
expressed optimism about their
company’s growth prospect in the
beginning of the year.
It may be that the respondents’ optimism about their local economy
is being dented by the negative
news flow on the problems in Europe and the U.S., even though the
sales, earnings and other numbers
the executives surveyed are seeing
with regard to their own company
actually indicate a more positive
outlook.

Exhibit 2: How optimistic are you about the
growth prospects of your own company?
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70%
60%
50%
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20%

67%
53%
33%
14%

10%
0%

4Q '09

27%

58%

30%

11%

12%

1Q '10

2Q '10

More optimistic/very optimistic

No change

49%
29%
22%

3Q '10

50%
34%
17%

4Q '10

Less optimistic/not optimistic at all

Base: 124 respondents (4Q 2009); 202 (1Q 2010); 214 (2Q 2010); 163 (3Q 2010);
143 (4Q 2010). Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Continued expectations of higher
sales and profits
Sixty eight percent of respondents say that sales at their
company will rise in the next 12
months, compared with 63% who
said the same in the previous sur-

vey. The majority, 57%, anticipate
increased earnings (versus 56%
in the previous survey), while
59% expect higher volumes of
new orders (versus 60%).

Exhibit 3: What changes does your company
anticipate in the next 12 months?
80%
70%

68%
58%

57%

60%

45%

50%
40%
30%
20%

15%

17%

17%

10%
0%

30%

26%

Sales/turnover

Earnings

12%

New orders for the
business

36%

Increase
19%

Prices of your
goods/services

Base: 121 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Capital and other spending on
the comeback
Forty nine percent of the executives surveyed will increase capital
spending in the next 12 months,
up from 40% in the previous survey. Forty five percent will intensify
marketing and advertising, also up
from 37% in the previous survey.

Spending on M&A activity will
not change, according to 69% of
respondents. Despite reports of
M&A deals in Asia, the majority
of companies are apparently not
actually focused on mergers and
acquisitions.

Exhibit 4: What changes does your company
anticipate in the next 12 months?
80%

69%

70%
60%
50%

60%
49%
38%

40%

45%

40%

30%
20%

Increase
22%

13%

15%

Capital spending

Marketing/advertising
spending

Decrease
18%

17% 15%

No
change

10%
0%

R&D spending

M&A activity

Base: 121 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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The pace of hiring quickens
Half of respondents expect higher
employee number in the next 12
months, up from 45% in the previous survey. Sixty nine percent
expect wages and salaries to rise

(previous survey: 64%). Forty eight
percent expect productivity to increase, compared with 39% in the
previous survey.

Exhibit 5: What changes does your company
anticipate in the next 12 months?
80%
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69%

60%

48%

50%
40%

20%

0%

50%
41%

48%
38%

Increase

28%

30%

10%

44%

2%
Wages and Salaries

8%

8%

Productivity (output
per hour worked)

Number of
employees

14%

Bonuses

Base: 121 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Slight drawdown in cash
In the next 12 months, 38% of companies in Asia will increase the amount
of cash on the balance sheet. That
is down from 44% in the previous
survey, indicating a new willingness
to spend more on the business and
perhaps declare higher dividends.
This is the first time in the past year
that we detect a slight weakening
in the “Cash is King” mantra – the
proportion of companies that would
increase the amount of cash on the
balance sheet previously ranged
from 42% to 48%.
For all the worries about the big-

ger economic picture, the risks at
the company level continue to be
regarded as basically benign. Only
23% expect the level of receivables
at risk to rise, for example, compared with 22% in the previous
survey. A high of 60% expect risky
receivables to remain at the same
levels or even fall (17%).
Asia’s companies also expect days
sales outstanding (DSO) to remain
stable (60%), with 14% of respondents saying their organisation
will even shorten DSO in the next
12 months.

Exhibit 6: What changes does your company
anticipate in the next 12 months?
70%

50%
40%
30%

60%

60%

60%

55%

39%

38%
23%

20%

23%

26%
17%

26%
14%

Increase
19%

No
change

10%
0%

Cash on the balance
sheet

Receivables at Risk

Days Sales
Outstanding (DSO)

Decrease

Inventory levels

Base: 121 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Consumer demand remains a key concern
Respondents were asked to identify and rank the top three external
issues their company faces, with
Rank 1 denoting the most important. Consumer demand continues
to be regarded as the most serious
challenge, with 45% ranking it as the
number one external issue (previous survey: 28%).

cited as a top-three concern by only
10% of respondents, despite the
surge in the price of oil – it recently
breached US$82 per barrel.
Currency risk retains its top spot in
the list of external concerns, ranked
number one by 6%, number two
by 8%, and number three by 17%.
This comes against a backdrop of
U.S. dollar weakness, sharply appreciating Asian currencies, and an
escalating spat between Washington and Beijing over the value of the
renminbi.

Government regulations and currency risk come far second, followed by foreign competition and
inflation. Surprisingly, cost of fuel is
way down the list of external issues,

Exhibit 7: What are the most serious external
issues that face your company?
0%

10%

7%

6% 8%

Foreign Competition

6% 9%

8%

Inflation

4% 11%

8%

Interest Rates 4%
Counterparty Default and
4%
Other Credit Risk

40%

50%

60%

11%

6%

70%

13%

11%

Currency Risk

Credit Markets

30%

45%

Consumer Demand
Government Regulations

20%

17%

7% 7% 2%
4% 9%
6% 3%

Tax Policies 2% 5% 6%
Cost of Fuel 1% 6% 3%

Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3

Political Risk/Terrorism 2% 2% 5%
Trade Protectionism 2% 5% 3%
Cost of Non-Fuel Commodities 1% 4% 5%
Trade Policies 1% 5% 4%
Environmental Regulations 3%

3% 1%

Graft and Corruption 2% 1% 4%
Trade Agreements 2% 2%1%
Implementation of International
1% 1%2%
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
Deflation 1% 1%
1%

Base: 128 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Personnel still the top internal issue
Respondents were also asked to
identify and rank the top three internal issues their company faces.
As it was before the global financial crisis, the top concern is once
again attracting and retaining
qualified employees.

utives that regard the ability to cut
costs and reduce supplier spend
has also fallen, to 35% from 40%
previously.
In contrast, more respondents are
focusing on working capital management – 31% versus 23% in the
previous survey. It seems that
Asia’s companies are making the
transition from straightforward
cost-cutting to the more nuanced
task of managing working capital.

But the proportion of respondents
who cite talent recruitment and
retention as a top-three issue has
fallen to 42%, from 55% in the previous survey. The number of exec-

Exhibit 8: What are the most serious internal
issues that face your company?
0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Attracting and Retaining
Qualified Employees

20%

Ability to Cut Costs and
Reduce Supplier Spend

13%

13%

12%

Ability to conduct internal control
management, risk management

10%

13%

Working Capital Management

11%

9%

Ability to Forecast Results

11%

7%

Capability for Business Intelligence

11%

7%

Inventory Management

4%

9%

2%3%

10%

Maintaining Morale and Productivity
in the Downturn

2%5%

7%

4% 6%

Capability to Do Scenario Planning
and Analysis
Managing IT Systems

2%

10%
9%
10%

6%
4%

7%

Ability to Conduct Budgeting and Planning

Supply Chain Risk

9%

5%

Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3

4% 5%

0% 4% 6%

Counter-Party Risk

6%

Balance Sheet Weakness

3%

1% 3%
3% 2%

Data Security

0% 3% 4%

Protection of Intellectual Property

0% 2% 2%

Cost of Health Care/Pension Plans

1% 0% 1%

Base: 127 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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Strategic focus: New markets, sales and
marketing, managerial capabilities
As in the previous survey, cost reduction continues to recede as a priority for Asia’s companies. Only 39%
rank reducing direct costs as a topthree strategic focus in the next 12
months, with 37% saying the same
of reducing overhead costs.

focus on sales, marketing and distribution (55%). These are also the
two areas that are ranked the number one strategic focus by the most
number of respondents (47% and
24%, respectively).
Companies are also looking to
strengthen managerial and operational capabilities (44%). But M&A
will remain a minor activity, either
buying (10% top three; 3% rank one)
or selling (3% top three; 1% rank
one).

The highest ranked priority business areas are those having to do
with the post-crisis environment:
expanding to new consumer segments and/or geographical markets
(72%) and renewing the company’s

Exhibit 9: What is your company’s strategic focus
in the next 12 months?
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
Expand to new consumer segments and/or
geographical markets

47%
24%

Renew focus on sales, marketing
and distribution
Strengthen managerial and operational
capabilities for the post-crisis world

9%

Reduce direct costs

8%

16%
20%

5% 15%

Reduce overhead costs

15%
15%

10%

16%

19%
11%
17%

Strengthen IT capabilities 1% 3% 16%
Renew focus on R&D to improve current
products and bring new ones to market
Acquire assets (M&A)

1% 8% 5%
3%

4% 3%

Re-orient the business from exports
1% 3% 3%
to domestic consumption
Sell off assets (M&A)

1% 1% 1%

Base: 115 respondents. Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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About this report
Fieldwork for this online survey was conducted from September 15 to October 8, 2010. Cesar Bacani, CFO Innovation’s senior consulting editor, devised the questionnaire, analysed the results,
and wrote the report.
A total of 147 respondents from China, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, Singapore and other jurisdictions in Asia participated in this survey. They are CFOs, finance directors, controllers and other
senior executives who work in a range of companies in terms of turnover, employee numbers
and industry.

Respondents are personally
based in the following markets...

...hold positions with the
following titles...

Hong Kong

24%

CFO

29%

Singapore

19%

Finance Director

15%

Malaysia

16%

Financial controller

15%

China

9%

Finance manager

9%

Indonesia

9%

Vice President Finance

7%

Philippines

6%

7%

India

4%

CEO, Chairman, President, Managing
Partner or Owner

Australia

2%

Other C-level executive or Partner

7%

Japan

1%

Other senior finance executive

4%

Korea

1%

Treasurer

2%

Taiwan

1%

Other

7%

Thailand

4%

Other

6%

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding

...work in companies with these
employee numbers...
Fewer than 50

17%

51 to 200

17%

201 to 500

24%

501 to 2,000

22%

2,001 to 5,000

8%

More than 5,000

12%

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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...have the following in annual
turnover...

...and engaged in the following
industries:

Less than US$1 million

9%

Banking/finance/insurance

11%

US$1 million to US$5 million

5%

11%

More than US$5 million to US$10
million

4%

Consulting/Other professional
services
Property and construction

9%

More than US$10 million to US$20
million

11%

Electronics/software/high-tech

8%

Retail

6%

More than US$20 million to US$50
million

18%

Pharmaceuticals/medical products/
bio tech

5%

More than US$50 million to US$100
million

10%

Telecommunications

4%

More than US$100 million to US$200
million

15%

Consumer durables, including white
goods

4%

More than US$200 million to US$500
million

10%

Metals/mining

4%

Energy/oil/gas

3%

US$501 million to US$1 billion

6%

Chemicals

2%

Over US$1 billion

12%

Media & entertainment

2%

Transportation/travel/hotel

2%

Automotive

1%

Healthcare provider

1%

Other

29%

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding

Total may not add up to 100% due to rounding
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